APRIL 1, 2016
~ CHECK-IN/REGISTRATION/OVERVIEW
~ TECHNICAL SKILLS
~ INTERVIEWS
~ SHORT DANCE ROUTINE TAUGHT
~ FIRST ELIMINATION

APRIL 2, 2016
~ PERFORM SHORT DANCE ROUTINE IN GROUPS OF 3-5 (TAUGHT FRIDAY)
~ PERFORM A 1-2 MINUTE INDIVIDUAL ROUTINE (THIS IS YOUR ROUTINE THAT YOU CREATE; BRING MUSIC WITH YOU).
1st TEAM MEETING

WHAT TO WEAR:
~ BLACK SPORTS BRA OR FORM-FITTING SHORT TOP & BLACK DANCE PANTS OR SHORTS
~ NO T-SHIRTS OR BAGGY PANTS
~ DANCE SHOES OR SNEAKERS

WHAT TO BRING:
~ A PHOTOCOPY OF DRIVER’S LICENSE AND INSURANCE CARD (IF AVAILABLE)
~ $20.00 NON-REFUNDABLE REGISTRATION FEE (CASH ONLY, PLEASE)

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.LAWSONSTATE.EDU ATHLETICS-DANCE TEAM OR CONTACT COACH ANDRIA SMITH ANDRIASMITH25@GMAIL.COM OR 205/470-1185 (TEXT)